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We have had a couple of competitions and a Woomera practice
since the last Newsletter. All went well, the Coonabarabran
Ultra Long-Range Challenge 2016 finally took place a year later
and there were some great scores on the 1500 yard targets.
The Nationals at Stawell went smoothly, thanks to plenty of
hard work behind the scenes. Entry numbers were up on the
last couple of years which is good to see.
Still just an idea at this stage, but it is worth mentioning that it
appears that there is a 1200 yard range in the US in Wisconsin with 28 Silver Mountain targets.
There are discussions in the UK about a possible trip to see if we can interest some Americans in
our style of long-range shooting. I’ll keep you updated if plans for an informal trip get off the
ground.
So, a few months before Tasmania, with the State Championships, the 1500 Merton Vale and then
two days of Woomera practice. This is a good time to think about arranging for components to be
available for reloading, or shipping ammunition across the water. There are a number of DG
(Dangerous Goods) shippers including Toll and Northline. In addition, some of the Pack-and-Send
depots can cope and the NSW shooters have used them in the past. Further information on this is
provided later in the Newsletter. Contact Phil Bain or myself if you need advice. Key information
you will need is that the ammunition category is 1.4S, and the UN number is 0012. Packing group is
II. The package must have the orange triangle with 1.4S. I have a document I can email so you can
print them onto adhesive paper.
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A thought put to me by Mike Samuels needs serious consideration. Not everyone is within reach of
a 1200 yard range. As a way of introducing newcomers to MR and Long-range F class, why not
shoot at say, 900 and 1,000 yards on a reduced-size target? Why not give it a try on your range and
report back for the next Newsletter?
Paul Monaghan
AMRA Chairman

For The Diary
3 & 4 March 2018

5 March 2018

6 & 7 March 2018

3 & 4 May 2018

5 & 6 May 2018

23 & 24 August 2018

25 & 26 August 2018

1 Oct 2018

Tasmanian Match Rifle & Long Range F Class
Championships
Campbell Town TAS

Australian Match Rifle Squad Practice
Campbell Town, Tasmania

NSW Match Rifle & Long Range F Class
Championships
Ungarie, NSW

South Australian Match Rifle & Long Range F
Class Championships
Lower Light SA

Merton Vale Trophy - Tasmanian 1500 yard
Championships
Campbell Town TAS

Australian Match Rifle Team Practice
Ungarie, NSW

Australian Match Rifle Team Practice
Lower Light, South Australia

Australian Match Rifle Team Practice
Coonabarabran, NSW

2-6 October 2018 (Subject to NRAA confirmation)

Australian Match Rifle & Long Range F Class Championships
Coonabarabran, NSW
2 Oct to 5th October (am) – Individual Championships
5th October (pm) & 6th October – State Teams for Match Rifle and F Open

7 October 2018

Ultra Long Range Challenge – 1500 yards
Coonabarabran, NSW

1 & 2 November 2018

Australian Match Rifle Team Practice
Stawell, VIC

3 & 4 November 2018

Victorian Match Rifle and Long Range F Class Championships
Stawell, VIC
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AMRA Range Shirts
Order Now !

The new AMRA Range shirts proved popular at the recent Australian
Championships and orders are now being taken for more shirts. If you missed
out last time -now is your chance to order.

Cost: $48 for Short Sleeve shirt

$50 for long sleeve shirt

Order details at www.matchrifle.org or phone 0401 835 006.
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2017 Victorian MR & LRF Championships
By Lew Horwood

On Wednesday 8th November the Stawell rifle
range had a practice day for the Australian Match
Rifle Team that will be competing at Bisley in
England in 2019. Then on Thursday the Victorian
Championships were held.
Prior to the commencement of the Victorian
Championships, competitors and friends gathered
at 1000 yards to pay tribute to friend and fellow
shooter, Graham Dyson, who had sadly passed
away on 7th November. A Minute’s silence was
held in honour of Graham.

Thirty seven of the best long range shooters from all over
Australia then competed in the Victorian Championships
which, due to following Australian Championships, was a
shortened 1 day event of 15 shots at each of 1000, 1100 and
1200 yards.
The winners were:
•
Match Rifle Open - Paul Monaghan from Launceston
Tas. 222.24.
•
Match Rifle Reserve - Shaun Wingrove from
Canberra. 220.16.
•
F-Class Open - Lou Shallis from St Marys NSW. 255.10.
•
F/TR - Mick Punturiero from Renmark SA. 247.12
The day was quite warm with a lot of mirage. The rifles were chambered 308 Winchester for Match
Rifle and F/TR. For F-Open 6.5/284, 7mm SAUM and others were used.
The Stawell Rifle Club would like to thank the
generous sponsors who provided powder
and goodies including:
•
Tim Kennedy of TK Auto Electrex,
•
Bests Wines,
•
Montara Wines,
•
Taltarni Wines,
•
National Hotel
•
Thales Group
Their generosity is greatly appreciated.
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The Stawell rifle club would also like to thank Nightforce Optics for donating a telescopic sight
valued at $2900 for the Australian Championships. It was won by the winner of the Match Rifle
Australian Championship, Philip Bain.
Everybody had a great time. Gazebos were used to shade the shooters when conditions became
too hot.

The Australian Match Rifle Team
would like to thank Peltor – 3M for
their generous donation of
communication headsets for the
Australian Team.

AMRA Membership Fees – 2017/18

AMRA Membership is now paid on an annual basis and fees for 2017/18 became due on 1 July 2017.
Membership Fees of
Account Name:
Bank:
BSB:
Account Number:
Reference:

$20 can be paid by direct deposit to Australian Match Rifle Account as below:

Australian Match Rifle Association Inc
Bendigo Bank
633 000
140420423
FEES and then Your Initial & Surname
Please email your payment receipt to info@matchrifle.org

Alternately payment can be made by cheque payable to Australian Match Rifle Association and sent to
PO Box 535, Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650
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Graham John Dyson – A Friend and Mentor
23rd June 1950 – 7th November 2017.
By David Rich

Graham passed peacefully after a long battle with cancer. When I saw
him for the last time a couple of days before, he said I'm not afraid to
die. I'm ready to go. With these words we said our farewells, shook
hands & our eyes spoke all the words that we could not.
We will all remember Graham in our own ways.
A family man. A brother who made home brew under the shearing shed whilst Mum & Dad were at
church. A loving husband of first wife Lyn, who died suddenly ending their 18-year marriage. A
devoted father to John, Terresa & Joanna. Going to the footy & BBQ's. Getting involved in school
council, football & social clubs. A grandfather who listened intently to the many stories, offering
words of wisdom or just happy to enjoy their company. Going fishing was one of the many things
he loved to do with Arna during their 25-year marriage
A committee man, Graham believed in getting involved in things. This meant that he was always
attending meetings, he loved due process & proper procedure. Graham’s service ranged from
Football club, Social club, Hall committees & the CFA. He served three terms as VRA councillor, DRA
President & Rifle club captain. This devotion to serve may have come from doing 2 years National
Service when he was 19.
A working man. On the family farm & surrounding Byaduk area. He had a particular love of making
hay on his MF 355 tractor & NH baler. An Engineer in their steel business, building sheds & fixing
the unfixable piece of farm equipment. A motelier taking bookings & making beds. A real estate
agent learning all about growing grass to make milk, he loved nothing more than chewing the cud
with diary clients believing that he had to know their business better than they did. This way he
could promote the positives & suggest improvements to gain the best result for them.
A Shooter. A good Target rifle driver and match rifle shooter, with some success as an individual.
His greatest moment, Winning the Brigadier Trophy at Bisley, England, in 2010. This is no small feat,
with over 1000 competitors.
But Graham rose above the crowd when it came to coaching. His ability to read a shooter’s
emotion, the wind flags & the mystery of mirage was equalled by but a few in this world. As a
shooter I would revel in his excitement as we would score centre after centre. His name appears
many times on many shooting trophies -like the Coorangamite shield and the Merrett Trophy to
name but two. His talent as a coach saw him represent Victoria in Target Rifle & Match Rifle on
numerous occasions. He travelled to England, West Indies & New Zealand as a coach with National
teams -winning accolades everywhere.
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A friend. Graham had the ability to think and problem solve. He would quietly listen over a beer or
a cup of tea. At the odd time with a raised eyebrow if something seemed a bit different. This once
again was his powers of observation at work, now instead of mirage it was people & life. He would
chew over an issue, shooting or personal, sometimes for weeks before offering guidance or
solution. This he gave freely & without favour to all who sort his counsel.
I will remember Graham as a mentor, but most of all he was my friend, for whom I mourn.
David Rich
In 2012, Graham and Arna were members of the 2012
Australian Match Rifle Team that toured the UK and
competed for the Woomera Trophy against Great Britain
at Bisley. Graham coached the highest scoring Australian
shooter for the Woomera competition and was given a
“Bisley Wind Flag” by the Great Britain team. Below are
some memories of Graham from that trip.

Bisley

Blair Atholl, Scotland
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2017 Australian Championships
Early November saw long range shooters from across Australia travelling to Stawell in Victoria for
the 2017 Australian Match Rifle & Long Range F Class
Championships.
The individual competition covered 3 ½ days with 15 shot
matches at 1000, 1100 and 1200 yards on each of the first three
days and culminated in a 20 shot match at 1200 on the final
morning. With the Victorian Championships held the day
before as a lead up, all shooters were well on target from the
start.
Range honours on Day 1 in Match Rifle Open were equally shared between Mike Samuels (QLD)
with a cracking 75.11 at 1000 yards, Shane Courtney (VIC) with 74.8 at 1100 and Paul Monaghan
(TAS) with 74.7 at 1200 yards. Paul Monaghan took the Day 1 Aggregate, 3 points ahead of Philip
Bain (NSW). Paul took both the 1200 and 1000 yards on Day 2 to also take the Day 2 aggregate
though he lost out at 1100 to Chris Halloran (NSW) who had one of the best MR shoots of the day
with a 75.5 – the only MR shooter to make 75 at this range.
Alas tragedy befell Paul on Day 3 with a shot on the wrong target at 1000 yards and probably the
worst of conditions late in the afternoon at 1200. Whilst he shot a great
75.11 at 1100 yards, the honours for the day went to Shaun Wingrove
(ACT) at 1000 yds with 75.7 and Peter Maher who shot a perfect 75.5 at
1200 yards to take the Day 3 aggregate.
Philip Bain (NSW) shot consistently for the first three days and emerged
at the end of Day 3 with a narrow 3 point lead over Paul Monaghan in
Match Rifle Open. So, it all came down to the final 20 shot 1200 yard
match on the final morning.
The day was forecast to be a hot
one and competition wise it
certainly proved that with Shane Courtney putting a 99.7 (out
of 100) on the scoreboard early in the piece. Not to be
outdone, Philip Bain followed up with a 98.10 giving him an
unassailable lead in the MR Open Championship. Paul
Monaghan however had the last say putting a great 99.12 on
the board to take the last range.
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In Match Rifle Reserve, Mark Fairbairn (QLD), shooting in his first MR
championships, proved his calibre by taking both the Day 1 and Day 3
aggregates and 4 of the first 9 ranges. Barry Southern (VIC) however
gave him stiff competition taking the Day 2 aggregate and trailing by
only 1 point in the Grand aggregate at the end of Day 3. So again the 20
shot 1200 was to be the deciding range. Mark shot early but placed a
shot on the wrong target to finish with a 90. 7. A mistake free shoot
from Barry with a 93.5 on the final range gave him the new Aurora
Trophy as Match Rifle Reserve champion.
Whilst numbers were lower than expected for the Long Range F Open
Championship, the competition was none-the-less fierce. Lou Shallis
(NSW) took honours at 1000 and 1100 yards on Day 1 with John
Shobbrook (SA) taking the 1200 range. Lou took the Day 1 aggregate
2 points ahead of Tim Manning (SA). Lou followed up with wins at
1200 and 1100 the next morning with Brent Webley (SA) taking 1200.
At the end of Day 2, Tim Manning and Lou Shallis were locked
together on 516 points with Lou leading by only 3 super Xs. Day 3
saw new arrivals, Bill Siegloff (VIC) and Jerome Zirsch (SA), take the
honours at 1000 and 1100 respectively with Les Rozsnyai
(NSW) taking 1200 and the daily aggregate and Nick Simms
(VIC) taking the final 1200 yards range on Day 4.
Consistent shooting throughout, saw the Commonwealth
Trophy for National F Open Champion go to Lou Shallis on
878.31 from Tim Manning on 876.30 and Les Rozsnyai a
further point back on 875.27
Mick Punturiero (SA), shooting in his first national long range championships, dominated Day 1 in
FTR finishing 22 points ahead of Steve Smithson (SA) and Mike Halloran (NSW). This set the tone for
Day 2 as well with Mick increasing his lead by a further 16 points
from Steve and Mike who were only separated by 3 ‘super Xs’ for
2nd place at the end of Day 2. Day 3 in FTR saw range honours
shared between Mick (1000 yards), Mike (1100 yds) and Steve
(1200 yds) and Mike Halloran taking the Day 3 aggregate. Mick
Punturiero took the final 20 shot 1200 yds with 108 out of 120 to
give him the new Southern Cross Trophy as National Long Range
FTR Champion with a score of 855.28. Mike Halloran took the 2nd
badge with 817.11 by 1 point from Steve Smithson on 816.15.
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The individual program is concluded with two ‘friendly’ events – the Freebairn Teams for Match
Rifle and the Siegloff Simms Pairs for F Open.
The Freebairn Teams takes the grand aggregate placings at
the end of Day 3 and matches up each of the top placed
competitors with lower placed shooters into teams of four for
a 15 shot coached match at 1200 yards. The Coach has to
come from within the 4 person team and all members shoot.
This year’s event saw five teams vie for the trophy and silver
trays with Team Maher (Peter Maher, Viv Hunt, Willy
Schaffner and Barry Southern) and Team Wingrove (Shaun
Wingrove, Mark Fairbairn, Peter Rix and Graham Mincham)
tipped as the ‘pre-race’ favourites. In the end though it was
Team Bain (Philip Bain, Tom Smith, Shane Courtney and David Freebairn) on 283.14 who stormed
away with the trophy beating Team Monaghan (Paul Monaghan, Mike Samuels, Gil Walker and
Mark Walters) by 10 points with Team Wingrove third.
The Siegloff Simms Pairs match was introduced in 2014 and
is 25 shots per person with No sighters. It had been won by
Bill Siegloff and Nick Simms in both 2014 and 2016 which
gave the four other pairs that entered for this year’s event
something to aim for.
NSW team mates, Les Rozsnyai and Lou Shallis, paired up
again this year to make a formidable winning combination
shooting 262.6, three points ahead of Bill Siegloff and Nick
Simms on 259.5 with Mark Fairbairn and Richard Nordewier
a further 4 points back in third place.
Thanks go to the Victorian Rifle Association and the Stawell Rifle Club for hosting the 2017 National
titles and particular thanks to Lew Horwood and his wife Kay for all the work they put into
organising the event.
Of particular note was the high standard of marking and thanks go to Ron, Ross, Chi, Laurie, Tony
and Max for their great work.
Sincere thanks also go to major sponsor, Lightforce Australia Pty Ltd, who donated a
Night Force NXS 3.5 -15 x 50 telescopic sight as the Match Rifle Open Grand Aggregate prize.

2017 State Teams’ Championships – Match Rifle & Long Range F Open
The grand finale of the Australian Match Rifle & Long Range F Class program is the State Teams
events for both Match Rifle and F Open.
For 2017, the weather proved HOT with the first real burst of summer (37°) deciding to hit Stawell
on the first day of the Teams’ events. Thankfully some gazebos were sourced to provide shade on
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the firing point and some breaks provided between events for the markers to rehydrate which
enabled the program to go ahead as planned.
Match Rifle State Teams
Match Rifle State Teams compete for three trophies. The first is the Maloney Match which is a NO
SIGHTERS and 16 shots to count at 1200 yards for each of the team’s four shooters. Victoria
(295.16), only dropping 5 points for the match, took the Maloney Trophy by 2 points from
NSW/ACT (293.15) with South Australia (284.16) third followed by Tasmania (281.12) and
Queensland (279.15).
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The major MR State Teams event is the Rowland’s Trophy. The donor of this trophy, Reg Rowland’s,
was one of the founding members of match rifle shooting in Australia. Before the start of this event
MR shooters paid tribute to Reg’s memory and his passing earlier this year.
Comprising 15 shots at 1000, 1100 and 1200 yards, the scores were close after the 1000 yard range
with Victoria holding a narrow 1 point lead over NSW/ACT with South Australia a further 2 points
behind followed by Queensland and Tasmania.
1100 yards proved the decisive range in this year’s event with
Victoria only dropping 2 points to take an overall lead of 8
points over NSW/ACT with the other States in the same order.
After a relatively mild morning the sun emerged with some
vengeance and it was certainly ‘cosy’ under the gazebos. Wind
conditions also picked up for the final range and there were
some long periods of silence as coaches tried to figure out
what was going on. At one stage Victorian Coach, David Rich, challenged the other teams to break
the impasse and ‘put one down there’. With much hilarity but no takers, it was up to David and
Victorian team to make a call whilst everyone watched on – 30 pairs of eyes watched the target
come up -V bull - and shooting was back on. (Though Peter Rix’s con that it was shot with 11
minutes of wind on was greeted with some amusement by other teams.)
In difficult conditions, both Victoria and NSW/ACT shot well only dropping 21 and 22 points
respectively for their 4 shooters at 1200 yards.
Clear victory in the Rowland’s trophy went to Victoria on 875.79 from NSW/ACT on 266.68 with
South Australia third on 849.38.
The President’s Trophy for the highest scoring shooter and coach in the Rowland’s Match went to
Shane Courtney and David Rich (VIC) who dedicated their win to their friend and mentor Graham
Dyson who sadly passed away on the eve of the National Championships.
The third trophy for MR State Teams is the Mincham Trophy which is the aggregate scores of both
the Maloney and Rowlands matches. With victories in both the Maloney and Rowlands, Victoria on
1170.95 took the Mincham trophy for the first time from NSW/ACT on 1159.83 with South Australia
third on 1133.64.
Long Range F Open State Teams
With teams of five people and three shooters at each range, the Long Range F Open State Teams
also compete in three events.
The Victoria match is a No Sighter and 16 shots to count at 1200 yards. Close competition between
Victoria, NSW and South Australia over the last few years meant each State was determined to get
off to a good start but it was NSW (263.9) that proved the team to beat - finishing 5 points ahead of
Victoria (258.4) with South Australia third on 251.8.
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The NSW Match was held the following day with 15 shots at three ranges for each of the 3
shooters. Victoria and NSW vied for the lead after each of the ranges with Victoria leading by 2
points after 1000 yards and NSW leading overall by 3 points after 1100.

An unfortunate shot on the wrong target by NSW (no names mentioned, Cliff) saw Victoria take the
final range by 3 points – meaning both NSW and Victoria finished with a 756 aggregate for the day
with Victoria taking the NSW Match by 31 Super Xs to 28 with South Australia only 3 points further
back on 753.31.
The President’s Trophy for the highest scoring shooter and coach in the NSW Match was won by Les
Rozsnyai and Greg Warrian (NSW).
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Given their 5 point win in the Victoria Match, the South Australian aggregate trophy was taken for
the first time by NSW with a score of 1019.37 from Victoria on 1014.35 and South Australia on
1004.39.

UP FOR THE CHALLENGE – Coonabarabran Ultra Long Range Challenge
October 2017 saw (finally) a new addition to the long range
shooting calendar with the inaugural Ultra Long Range
Challenge event held at Coonabarabran NSW from 7-9th
October.
The 2 ½ day event run by the NSW Match Rifle Association,
comprised shooting at 1000, 1100, 1200 and 1500 yards
including a 20 shot 1500 yard match on the final morning – the
first time a 20 shot 1500 yard match has been held in Australia.
The event had been originally planned for October 2016 but had to be postponed to 2017 because
of the unprecedented rain and flooding that occurred in the area last year. The weather this year
proved a little friendlier though the 1500 yard range on Sunday did have to be cancelled due to
rain.
A total of 29 shooters took part in the event with people
travelling from Tasmania, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria
and from around NSW to participate. With work commitments,
some were not able to shoot the full program and the rain on
Sunday afternoon sent a couple home early but the 20 that
stayed and shot the full program were rewarded with almost
perfect conditions for 1500 yard shooting on the Monday
morning.
The event was preceded by a training day for the Australian Match Rifle Team Squad who are
preparing for their trip to Bisley in 2019. A total of 15
Match Rifle shooters stayed on for the Ultra Long Range
Challenge and were joined by 9 F Open and 5 FTR
competitors.
The Grand Aggregate comprised 15 shot matches at
1000, 1100 and 1500 yards on the first day, 15 shots at
1000 and 1200 on the second day (the 1500 yd range
being washed out) and 20 shots at 1500 yards on the final
morning. All events were shot on the standard match rifle
target (2400 x1800mm) with 305mm centre bull and 610mm bulls eye and 127mm Super V for F
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Class. Sighting Boards with markings the same as the target aiming mark and rings were placed on
the top of the stop butt aligned with each target to assist those whose scope rails did not allow for
full adjustment back to 1500 yards. This gave these shooters 8-10 minutes of additional elevation
depending on the cartridge they were using.
Match Rifle Open was dominated by Philip Bain who won
3 ranges, the 2 daily aggregates, 1500 yard aggregate and
Grand Aggregate, finishing with a 93.3/100 at 1500 yards
and 6 points clear of Paul Monaghan in the Grand
Aggregate.
Match Rifle Reserve saw Dave Xuereb take all the honours
on Day 1 with Bill Freebairn similarly controlling Day 2.
Dave Xuereb’s great 83.2/100 at 1500 yards on the final
morning proved the deciding factor giving him both the
1500 yard aggregate and the Grand Aggregate in Match Rifle Reserve.
In F Open, Lou Shallis had a steady performance over the first 2 days and a fantastic 106/120 on the
final 1500 yard range. He ended with a total of 3 range wins, 1 daily aggregate, the 1500 yd
aggregate and the Grand Aggregate win, 14 points clear of Alan Fraser in 2nd place.
Geoff Willis proved hard to beat in FTR winning 4 ranges, the two daily aggregates, the 1500 yard
aggregate and the Grand Aggregate.
A number of entrants had not shot past 1000 yards before but proved
up to the challenge. Dave Xuereb (Explorers) shooting Match Rifle for
the first time took out the Match Rifle Reserve Grand Aggregate and
placed 5th overall in Match Rifle Open. Clubmate John Dixon
(Explorers), also a new comer to the long distances, placed third
overall in the grand aggregate for F Open and
Peter Duncan (West Wallsend) took out the
Day 1 Aggregate in F Open before he had to
head home.
The NSW Match Rifle Association would like to thank the Coonabarabran
Rifle Club for their help in holding this event, they have a great range and
facilities and many took advantage of the onsite camping/caravan
arrangements. Thanks also to John Oddy (Range Officer) Chris Roberts
(Butts Officer) and markers – Ron & Ross Aldridge, Jarod and Angus.
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Going To Tassie?
A number of shooters have expressed concern about competing in Tasmania because of changes to
provisions for carrying ammunition on the Ferry. Whilst the changes are not what we would like, there are
alternate easy and inexpensive ways to get your ammunition across. With a little bit of preplanning it is quite
simple - a couple of options are outlined below.
Pack & Send
Pack & Send have a range of offices throughout Australia and are able to arrange the transport and
paperwork for you with a dangerous goods carrier. You don’t even need to have a branch of Pack & Send
locally! They have arrangements with carriers across Australia and if you ring
Mark Gain on 02 6971 7299
he can arrange with you for collection of your ammo (you will need to properly package) and the paperwork.
They use TNT for the transfer across to Tasmania and you can address it for you to collect at the TNT depot
at Launceston Airport on your arrival. It is on your way to the Campbell Town Range whether you arrive by
ferry or plane.
Toll
A number of people have also used Toll to transport ammunition to and from Tasmania. Contact your local
Toll Express office for details or use the Enquiries Form on their website http://www.tollgroup.com/onetoll
Northline
A number of people have also used Northline to transport ammunition. Contact Paul Monaghan for further
information or look at their website at www.northline.com.au
Please Note: Whoever you use, you will need to ensure your ammunition is appropriately boxed and with the
correct 1.4S Explosives orange labels on the box.
If you email info@matchrifle.org a PDF of these labels can be emailed
which you can then print off on orange paper.

For Advertising in the AMRA Newsletter contact info@matchrifle.org
100% of funds from advertising sponsors goes to AMRA activities & the
development of match rifle and long range shooting in Australia
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AMRA Who’s Who

Join the Australian Match Rifle Association
The purpose of AMRA is:
• To promote and encourage Match Rifle and compatible F Class shooting in Australia
• To oversee and coordinate Match Rifle and compatible F Class shooting in Australia
• To encourage team shooting in Match Rifle and compatible F Class disciplines
Further info on membership available at http://www.matchrifle.org/Match_Rifle_Australia.htm
Membership is only $20 per annum.
Feel free to contact any of the Committee or Zone Delegates if you have suggestions for the Association
Executive Committee
Chairman
Secretary
Zone Delegates
• F Class
• New South Wales
• Queensland
• South Australia
• Tasmania
• Victoria
• Western Australia
• ACT

•

Paul Monaghan (Tas)
Philip Bain (NSW)

Vice Chairman
Treasurer

Nick Simms (Vic)
Tom Smith (QLD)

Bill Siegloff
Rob Halloran
John Kielly
Bill Freebairn
Gil Walker
Lew Horwood
David Martin
Jim Clifford

Contributions to the AMRA Newsletter are greatly appreciated and can be emailed
to info@matchrifle.org
•

Next edition will be March 2018.
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